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TI'IE PELTIBR- AND SEEBECK-EFFECT OF Rb'"aMoO,

IN TTIE DBPINNBD CHARGE-DENSITY-WAVE STATE
G. Kriza, A. J6nossy
Central fiesc.arch Institute fot Physics, Box -19, II-1525 Budapestt Hungaryt

and L. Forr6{"t
Institute of Physics of the IJniversity, t'U-41000 Zagreb, Yugoslavia
-q,BSTRACT

The fotrr thermoelectric Onsager-coefficients have been measured in the
sliding chalge-density-rr'ave (CD\^I) state of Rbo.rltoOr. All coefficients
e-xcept, the one lelatccl to the heat conductivity display a strong electric
field dependence above ttre same threshold field. The off-diagonal coefficients violate Onsagerts symnretly relation in the nonlinear region. The
lcsults al'e discussed in an interacting two-fluid model with the heat
LransporL by the sliding CDW neglected.

The measurementsl-3 of the electric field dependence of the
Seebecli-effecl have been motivated by an expected analogy' with
superconducLols where the condensed electrons calry charge but no entropy.
me&surenrents yielded & strongly electric field
S r"rrpl'isingly, these
dependent ttrelmoelectric Onsager-coefficient indicating a per electron CDl{
heat transport comparable to or larger than thc Peierls-gap. This finding
sugge sLs a boil-off of Ltre CDW condcnsaLe in conflict with thc X-r'ay
diffraction rcsult4 of a field independent CDh'ordel paranrcter.
The purpose of the plesenL study is to lesolve the above discr'epancy
by measuring in a Rbo,.lloO. crystal the electric field dependence of all
the four:. Onsager'-coefficicnts, L, j, appealing in the thermoelecLric
Llansl:olt equalions

i=Lll{tr) # Llz{E)p and u=Lzxtn)
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j and U are the electric and heat currents, E is the electlic field'
and T is bhe tcmperature. The measurements have been performed on a
RbO.rlloOU single crystal in the temperature range of 60 to 80 K. The
details of experimental techniques rvill be described elsewhere.
The electric conductivity, o = Lrr/T, displays a strong nonlinearity
above a thrcsbold field IFiS.1(a)1. The other diagonal coefficient, Lz?,,
related to the heat conductivity, has been found to be field independent
(received November 6, I989)
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within an error bar of 5% in
agreement with previous studies"s
Of primary interest for the
present study t'a"e the offdiagonal coefficients L* and
L
ur. The field dependence of L rz,
related to the Seebeck-ef fect, is
determined by subtracting the
current-r'oltage (I-V ) curves
me€isured with and without B, temperature gr.adient. The field
dependence of L
* is shown in
Fig. t(b). L * is strongly fielC
dependent, above B, in accordance
with Ref.S. It, changes sign at tr
cd 2E- at all temperatures inves-
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FIG.I The electyic field dependence of
conductivity (a), af Ln ( b ), of the
temperatLtre diffetence between sample
ends (c), and of Lzr (C),

To determine the field dependence of Lzto tuu have measut.ed
the temperature difference AT
bet,rr'een sanrple ends dr.re to the
Pell,ie.r'-heat, genet.ation and erbsorpt,ion at the contacfs" AT
versr.rs E is shorvn in Fig.1(c).
L ^ - (E ) is then calctrlated using
21'
AL
,, (E ) n/f = I{* r uAT where K* tr r
is the field independent heat,
conductance of the sample and
heat leaks, Like L
rn, L zt starts
to decrease above E, IFig.l(d)J.
The changes of the two guantities, however, are not equal,
i.e. u the Onsager-relation L
,, =
L
is
violated.
Above
about
ZEr,
,,
even the signs are different. The
violation of the Onsager-relation
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in a nonlinear systenr is not contrary to the theoretical expectations. The
only thermodynamic constraint imposed on the coefficients, namely that the
entropy production should be positive, is. satisfied by the measured
coefficients in the whole electric field range.
In the following we present an analysis in an interacting two-fluid
nrodel which does not conflict with the expectation of negligible cDW heat
tlansport. Artemenko et al,6 were the first to introduce such a model to
interprel their nonlinear Hall-effect data in TaSr. They pointed out that
the CDW curt'cnt induces a backflorv of normal electrons so the total normal
cullenL '" j.
onE - oiaor, w.here on is the lorv-field conductivity and u
is a coupling constant. Here we extend this model by the assumptions
described by the following equations:
in=o,,8

,\r(vr/Tz)

j.o, = o.orE

Fjr,

= j,-, + j.o,

u = ,\r/(To,,) i*

oi.on

(2)
(3)
{4}

(vr = o)
t5)
The normal electrons couple to the electric field and temperature gradient
bv the field-independent coefficients on and Lfr, resnectively, and they
also couple to the CDW current inducing a backflow of -crjaor. The CDW
couples only to the electric field and normal current bub - in our
approximation - not to the temperature gradient. The coupling term -Fjn in
(3) has not been used before, its existence is obviously a direct
consecluence of Lhe similar term ln (2). The heat cunent in Eg.(5) is only
carried by the normal elec.trons in accordance with Eg.(3), i.e., [ao, = 0.
Equation (5) utilizes that from the onsager-r.elation valid in the low-field
linear region n. = Llz,/(Ton).
o-n72
and Ll^ are easily determined by low-field measurements. According
(3),
to
the field dependence of the heat current tFig.1(c)] reflects the
field dependence of the nornral current which is nonlinear due to the cDW normal electron coupling. From the measured u-v and I-V curves <r can be
inferred. By conrparing j as a function of E and vr to Eq.(l), the measured
L* coefficient is obtained as
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In bhis
the field dependence of L* is the consequence of the field
dependence of the couplings <r and, more importantly, B. The magnitude of <r
is in good agreement with the llall-effect resultT of a g0.1 at T = 80 K.
In conclusion we have measured the electlic field dependence of the
four thermoelectric Onsager-coeff.icients of Rbo. gNIoO:, Lrr, ir found to be
fiel<t independent in agreement with previous sludies. Both L* and Lr, :rre
stlongly fielrl dependent in the nonlinear conductivity region, the Onsager.lelaLion, horvever does not hold, i.e., Lr, * L* if E t Er. We inter'1>ret
our results in an interacting two-fluid model rvith trvo couplings between
the norural and CDW currents. The heat transported by the sliding CDW is
negleeted in accordance with the theoretical expectation of flao, ., A. The
resufts are in good agreement with nonlinear Hall-effect measurements.
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